BEST PRACTICES OF THE COLLEGE FOR 2020-21
1. Title of the Practice
COVID AWARENESS PROGRAMME
2. Objectives of the Practice
The objective of these best practice was to sensitize the different stake holders of the
college along with the local community about the prevention and cure of the covid
pandemic and the protocol that must be followed both inside and outside one’s home to
fully cope with the pandemic. Thus the objective is to protect the students and their
family members and acquaintances from the infection of corona that was raging from
the world at that point.
3. The Context
The corona pandemic had hit India with the rest of the world at the beginning of the
previous year and there have often being continuous and intermittent lockdowns to
break the chain of its infections. Despite all such precautions the members of the
community were extremely affected by the excessive infectiveness of the virus. The
locality of our college and its surrounding areas were no exception to this. Judging the
ground reality the college decided in of its ideation meetings that the role of the students
in preventing and eradicating this menace can not in any way be overlooked. It was
decided that the NSS department would take charge of the execution of the awareness
programme and all kind of logistical supports was provided to the NSS for spreading the
message of the requirements necessities and journey towards a Corona-free world.
4. ThePractice
It was decided in the ideation meeting by different stake holders of the college that the
primary requirement in the locality is awareness. Steps were taken for the dissemination
of information regarding the prevention of the spread of the virus and the way by which
the chain of the infection can be broken. This was basically done by distributing hand
outs among the members of the local community and the stake holders of the college.
However it was also realized, many people live in this area who are not privileged with
basic education but send their wards to schools and colleges for the privileged of formal
education. These parents and other similar members of the locality cannot be
communicated by hand outs. For them audio announcement were done in a vehicles
circulating in the locality in which they come to know the dos and don’ts about the
spread of corona virus. Medicines, mask, gloves were also widely distributed among
them and others members of the community for full prevention and cure of the infection
from the epidemic. A psyscological help line was also provided among the incumbents
and this help line was displayed in the college website for their perusal and use. As

instructed by the UGC a COVID TASK FORCE had been formed for taking suitable welfare
measures for the stakeholders and those who are in distress in the locality because of the dreadful
pandemic. Arrangements wer done for free Online consultation of Doctors, supply of essentional
medical services like oxygen at the doorsteps of the victims and even the supply of food and
potable water for those under quarantine or house isolation. Collaborations were made with
some NGOs to acquaint the incumbents with the different help lines regarding covid prequations
and cure.

Evidence of Success
The chain of infection was broken.
ProblemsEncounteredandResourcesRequired
The Primary problem was getting human resource. However our NSS volunteers came to much
help. Financial resources were provided by the stakeholders.
BEST PRACTICE 2
Title of the Practice
Setting a dedicated examination portal
Objectives of the Practice
To enable students hassle free online examination experience
The Context
During the lockdown period all examinations are online
ThePractice
A vendor was outsourced the responsibilities of setting up and maintenance.
Evidence of Success
Hassle free online examination of the students and satisfactory evaluation process for the
examiners.
ProblemsEncounteredandResourcesRequired
Financial Resource was provided by the college.

